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XRD and HRTEM analyses of stacking structures in sudoite, di-trioctahedral chlorite
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Abstract
The stacking structures of sudoite, di-trioctahedral chlorite from two different localities are investigated by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM). XRD analyses using a Gandolfi camera revealed that the structures of both specimens are
similar, corresponding to a one-layer IIbb-4 (1A) polytype. HRTEM observations indicate that the
stacking sequence is characterized by a largely uniform intralayer shift of a/3 in the –X1 direction (Xi
represent the directions along the pseudohexagonal axes) and by an interlayer displacement of similar
magnitude in either the –X2 or –X3 direction. Stacking disorder is primarily caused by the mixing
of interlayer displacements in the two directions. This disorder is more common in the lath-shaped
crystalline specimen from Berezovsk, Russia than in the fine platy crystalline specimen from Ottré,
Belgium. DIFFaX simulations of the powder XRD patterns for this stacking model reproduced the
observed features well for both specimens. The stacking configuration of these sudoite specimens is
considered to be controlled by the corrugation of basal oxygen planes in the 2:1 layer and the corresponding deformation in the brucite-like interlayer sheet.
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Introduction
Sudoite is a di-trioctahedral Mg-rich and Li-free chlorite
with an ideal composition of (Al3Mg2)(Si3Al)O10(OH)8. Sudoite
occurs widely, from hydrothermal zones (Hayashi and Oinuma
1964; Billault et al. 2002) to low-grade metamorphic rocks
(Fransolet and Bourguignon 1978; Ruiz-Cruz and Sanz de
Galdeano 2005). As natural sudoite samples are usually poorly
crystalline and fine-grained, it has proven difficult to obtain a
complete understanding of the structure of this mineral. Eggleton
and Bailey (1967) partially refined the structure of sudoite and
confirmed that the mineral is composed of dioctahedral 2:1 layers
separated by interlayer trioctahedral brucite-like sheets with a
IIbb stacking sequence.
The stacking structure of a sudoite sample recovered from
Ural, Russia was investigated by Drits and Lazarenko (1967) by
single-crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis. The structure
thus determined was a regular two-layer structure with a uniform
lateral intralayer shift of approximately a/3 in the –X1 direction
(Xi represent the directions along the pseudohexagonal axes)
between the lower and upper tetrahedral sheets of the 2:1 layered structure. In contrast, the interlayer displacement (Kogure
et al. 2006a) is shifted by a/3 alternately along the –X2 and –X3
directions. A similar stacking structure was also suggested for a
sudoite specimen from Ottré, Belgium (Lin and Bailey 1985).
Although these studies revealed the basic structure of sudoite,
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it is not well known whether this two-layer structure is common
or what kinds of stacking disorder may be possible.
Direct observation of the stacking sequence in layered
materials by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) is now an invaluable technique for investigating
polytypes and disordered stacking sequences. Recently, analyses
of several kinds of phyllosilicates for which it has been difficult to acquire HRTEM images due to radiation damage have
been performed (e.g., Kogure and Inoue 2005). The stacking
sequences indicated by these HRTEM images well explain the
powder XRD patterns of pyrophyllite (Kogure et al. 2006a) and
talc (Kogure et al. 2006b), leading to definitive determinations
of the stacking structures of these minerals. In the present study,
HRTEM images are acquired for sudoite to arrive at an accurate
characterization of the stacking structures. Although electron
diffraction patterns and lattice fringe images have been obtained
for sudoite (Abad et al. 2003; Ruiz-Cruz and Sanz de Galdeano
2005), no HRTEM image suitable for direct determination of the
stacking structures has been reported. Here, the basic stacking
sequence of sudoite and the stacking disorder are determined
directly from HRTEM and XRD analyses, and the origin of the
relationships is discussed.

Experimental methods
Two sudoite specimens from different localities are examined; a sample
from Berezovsk, Ural, Russia consisting of lath-shaped crystals (Drits and Lazarenko 1967), and a sample from Ottré, Belgium comprised of fine platy crystals
(Fransolet and Bourguignon 1978). The structural formulas reported for the two
specimens are (Al3.03Mg1.89Fe0.24)∑5.16(Si3.15Al0.85)∑4O10(OH)8 (Jige et al. 2003) and

